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Abstract This paper presents a mathematical program-

ming model for the reconfiguration of existing water net-

works based on the stream properties that impact the

performance of the process units and the environment. To

develop an improved configuration, the model simulta-

neously evaluates the repiping of the existing network

through the placement/reassignment of the existing treat-

ment units, and the addition of new treatment units while

addressing environmental constraints. The model also

accounts for the options of process modification and

increased capacity of the plant. The objective function of

the optimization model seeks to minimize the total annu-

alized cost of the system which incorporates the capital

investment associated with process retrofitting and the

operating cost which includes the cost of fresh resources.

The applicability of the proposed model is illustrated

through several case studies.
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List of symbols

Indexes

i Process sources

in Inlet

j Sinks

max Maximum

min Minimum

n Sections for the capital cost for the treatment units

out Outlet conditions

p Properties

pla Stages

r Fresh sources

u Treatment units

u0u Treatment units existing prior to the retrofit process

u00u New treatment units required after the retrofit process

Sets

NPROP Set for the properties (p|p = 1,…, NPROP)

NFRESH Set for the fresh sources (r|r = 1,…, NFRESH)

NPLATES Number of stages for the treatment units

(pla|pla = 1,…,NPLATES)

NSECTION Set for the disjunctions for the capital costs

(n|n = 1,…, NSECTION)

NSINKS Set for the sinks (j|j = 1,…, NSINKS)

NSOURCES Set for the process sources (i|i = 1,…,

NSOURCES)

NTREAT Set for the treatment units (u|u = 1,…,

NTREAT)
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